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Nonbranching weak and starshaped strong
solutions for Hele-Shaw dynamics

By

Björn Gustafsson and Alexander Vasil’ev

Abstract. We consider multidimensional weak and strong Hele-Shaw dynamics �(t) of an
advancing/receding viscous fluid injected/removed through a single finite point into/from a bounded
domain �(0). A class of weak solutions is shown to preserve local uniqueness in both directions.
Then we also consider strong solutions �(t), and show that if �(0) is starshaped with respect to a
small ball centered on the point of injection, then the evolution �(t) exists for all time.

1. Introduction. We study the classical Hele-Shaw problem in R
n under injection/

suction through a single point placed at the origin. It is formulated as a moving boundary
problem for the Laplacian equation for a function p(x, t), supported in a domain �(t) ⊂ R

n

as a function of x,

�p = −Qδ0(x), x ∈ �(t),(1)

where t is the time variable and δ0 is the Dirac distribution supported in 0. The dynamic
boundary condition is given by putting

p|∂�(t) = 0,(2)

and the kinematic condition for the motion of the boundary ∂�(t) is given by the normal
velocity as

vn = −∂p

∂n
, x ∈ ∂�(t),(3)

where n is the outward unit vector to ∂�(t).
For n = 3 this mathematical model describes the evolution of the interface between

two fluids in a porous medium one of which is inviscid and the other is of higher viscosity.
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The sink/source strength Q is positive for an advancing viscous fluid and negative for a
receding one. The combination of Darcy’s law and the continuity equation for an incom-
pressible fluid gives the problem (1–2), neglecting surface tension and gravity, where
p stands for the pressure field in �(t).

For n = 2 the model describes an analogous slow displacement of fluids between two
parallel plates with a small gap. This model was originally described in 1898 by Hele-Shaw
[11], and then thoroughly treated in [6], [14], [15], [18], [19], etc.

Two-dimensional theory and applications of complex variable approach are covered in,
e.g. [12], [23]. The multi-dimensional case usually requires weak formulation of the prob-
lem suggested in [8]. An important problem is the existence and uniqueness of a strong (or
classical) solution. The local (in time) existence has been proved first for n = 2 in 1948
by Vinogradov and Kufarev [24]. Many years later, in 1993, Reissig and von Wolfersdorf
proposed a more modern proof based on the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya theorem [17]. Then
several authors have studied this problem (see, e.g., [5], [22]) in its strong formulation in
the multi-dimensional case. In particular, the local existence and uniqueness for the multi-
dimensional Hele-Shaw dynamics have been proved, e.g., in [5], [22]. Many works appeared
in connection with the existence and uniqueness of the weak solution, see [1], [4], [8], [10],
[16], etc. A standard result states that the weak solution for the Hele-Shaw problem with an
advancing fluid (Q > 0) exists and is unique for all time and for any initial domain. How-
ever, the backward in time weak solution can branch at any moment. In this paper we find
a class of bounded domains such that the weak solution is unique in both directions at least
locally.

A typical result for the classical formulation is that a strong solution exists and unique
locally in time both for Q positive and negative if the initial domain has an analytic smooth
boundary (here and further on, an analytic surface is allowed to have singular points). For
Q < 0 the strong solution does not exist without the requirement of analyticity. Even with
a smooth analytic initial surface the solution always breaks down before all fluid has been
extracted except for a spherical initial boundary with the sink located at the center. Of
course, the weak and strong solutions coincide as long as the latter exists.

An important question is how long the strong solution exists. In this paper we prove that
starting with a strictly starshaped domain �(0) with a smooth analytic boundary surface
the strong Hele-Shaw dynamics �(t) with Q > 0 exists for all time.

2. Nonbranching weak solutions.

2.1. Strong formulation. We consider the case Q > 0. Let �(t) ⊂ R
n, 0 ∈ �(t), be

a one-parameter family of bounded domains. Following [22], we call the family {�(t)}
smooth if ∂�(t) are smooth (C∞) surfaces for each t , and the normal velocity vn con-
tinuously depends on t at any point of ∂�(t). Each �(t) is supposed to be homeomor-
phic to a ball in R

n for any t ∈ [0, T ) fixed. Using Reynolds’ transport theorem and
Stokes’ formula one arrives at the following convenient way of expressing the Hele-Shaw
dynamics [22].
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D e f i n i t i o n 1. A smooth family �(t), 0 � t � T , as above is said to be a strong
solution for the Hele-Shaw problem if the equality

d

dt

∫
�(t)

h(x)dx = Qh(0)(4)

holds for any function h which is harmonic in an open set containing �(t).

It is well-known (see, e.g., [8], [20], [21], [22]) that if we take the function p(x, t) as
the solution of the Dirichlet problem (1–2) in �(t), then it satisfies the condition (3) on
the boundary ∂�(t). The family of �(t) forms a strong subordination chain of bounded
domains: �(s) ⊂ �(t) for 0 � s < t < T , 0 ∈ �(0).

2.2. Weak formulation. Let �(t) be a strong solution to the problem (1–3). The
equality (4) can be replaced by the inequality

d

dt

∫
�(t)

φ(x)dx � Qφ(0),(5)

for any test function φ ∈ C∞(Rn), which is subharmonic in �(t), i.e., �φ � 0 in �(t).
This follows easily from the fact that φ is smaller in �(t) than the harmonic function

with the same boundary values on ∂�(t). Integrating (5), we obtain that
∫

�(t)

φ(x)dx −
∫

�(s)

φ(x)dx � Q(t − s)φ(0),(6)

whenever s < t and with φ as above. This motivates the following definition.

D e f i n i t i o n 2. A one-parameter family of domains G(t), 0 � t < ∞, containing G(0)

is said to be a weak solution if the inequality
∫

G(t)

φ(x)dx −
∫

G(0)

φ(x)dx � Qtφ(0)(7)

is satisfied for any function φ, which is subharmonic and integrable in G(t).

The family G(t) also forms a subordination chain (see, e.g., [8]), i.e., G(s) ⊂ G(t) for
0 � s < t < ∞. Let us rewrite the definition of a weak solution in an equivalent form.
Taking the fundamental solution φ(y) = cn|x − y|2−n of the Laplace equation �φ = −δx

we define a function u(x, t), x ∈ R
n, by

u(x, t) = Qtφ(0) +
∫

G(0)

φ(y)dy −
∫

G(t)

φ(y)dy.
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The subharmonic function (−φ) is allowed in (7) for any x ∈ R
n, and for x ∈ R

n \ G(t)

the function φ is allowed too. Therefore, u solves the following problem

�u = χG(t) − χG(0) − Qtδ0,

u � 0, in R
n,(8)

u = 0, outside G(t),

where χG stands for the characteristic function of the domain G. For s < t we have
u(x, s) � u(x, t) (see [8, Lemma 1], and the corollary thereafter). Hence, the function
u(x, t) − u(x, s) is non-negative in R

n, vanishes outside G(t) and the identity �(u(x, t) −
u(x, s)) = χG(t) − χG(s) − Qtδ0 holds. Therefore, the inequality (6) is satisfied for the
weak solution as well.

Conversely, if G(t), 0 � t < ∞, is any family of domains such that there exists a function
u satisfying (8), then {G(t)} is a weak solution. The function u is uniquely defined, so the
weak solution may be considered as a pair (u, G).

The formulation (7) was proposed in [20] and the formulation (8) was proposed indepen-
dently in [4] and [7]. In these papers it was proved that given an open bounded domain G(0),
0 ∈ G(0), there exists a unique up to null sets weak solution (u(x, t), G(t)), 0 � t < ∞.

In order to have G(t) as a weak solution uniquely determined even for null sets we shall
always take G(t) as the largest open set in which the equality

�u + χG(0) + Qtδ0 = 1(9)

holds. In other words, we require G(t) to be saturated with respect to the n-dimensional
Lebesgue measure. This means that we add to G(t) all balls Ur(x) such that Ur(x) \ G(t)

has the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero.
We remark that if the strong solution exists for t ∈ [0, T ) and G(0) = �(0), then it

coincides with the weak one (G(t) = �(t)). The function u is related to p in the strong
formulation by the Baiocchi transform

u(x, t) =
t∫

0

p(x, τ )dτ.

A weak solution can branch at any time in the backward direction. This occurs, when in
the two dimensional case, for example, a simply connected domain G(T ) = �(T ) for some
0 < T < ∞ can be obtained as a result of a strong simply connected dynamics �(t), or else,
as a result of a weak dynamics G(t), where G(t) for t < T is multiply connected with some
holes to be filled in as t → T −. In the higher dimensional case simple connectivity is to be
replaced by the assumption that the complement of the phase domain must be connected.
The main result of this section says that branching can take place only when such changes
of topology occur.

Theorem 1. Let Q > 0, G(0) and H(0) be two initial domains in R
n, and G(t) and

H(t) be the corresponding weak solutions, 0 � t < ∞. We assume that
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• G(0) ⊂ G(t) and H(0) ⊂ H(t) for all t > 0;
• R

n \ G(t) and R
n \ H(t) are connected for any t > 0;

• there exists 0 < T < ∞ such that G(T ) = H(T );
• there exists ε ∈ (0, T ) such that H(0) ⊂ G(T − ε) (or G(0) ⊂ H(T − ε)).

Then, G(t) = H(t) for all t ∈ (T − ε, T ].

R e m a r k 1. If the initial domain G(0) is bounded by a smooth analytic surface,
then the strong solution exists locally in time and coincides with the weak one G(t). Since in
the strong case the normal velocity at the boundary does not vanish, the first assumption of
the theorem is satisfied whenever the boundaries of the initial domains are smooth analytic.

R e m a r k 2. In general, the weak formulation allows boundaries of rather complicated
nature. In particular, they are allowed to be of positive measure. However, it is known (see,
e.g., Lemma 2.11 in [13]) that when the first assumption of the theorem is satisfied then
∂G(t) and ∂H(t) have n-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero for t > 0.

P r o o f. Let us consider t ∈ (T − ε, T ) and construct the functions u(x, t) and v(x, t)

that correspond to the domains G(t) and H(t) respectively. Then,

�u = χG(t) − χG(0) − Qtδ0,

�v = χH(t) − χH(0) − Qtδ0,

u(x, t) � 0, v(x, t) � 0 in R
n and u(x, t) = 0 in R

n \ G(t), v(x, t) = 0 in x ∈ R
n \ H(t).

Let us consider the function

γ (x, t) = v(x, T ) − u(x, T ) + u(x, t).

One easily calculates

�γ (x, t) = χG(t) − χH(0) − Qtδ0.

Under the assumption H(0) ⊂ G(T − ε) the function γ (x, t) is harmonic in R
n \ G(t) for

any t ∈ (T − ε, T ), and γ (x, t) = 0 in R
n \ G(T ). Therefore, γ (x, t) = 0 in R

n \ G(t) by
harmonic continuation (using that R

n \ G(t) is connected).
The function v(x, t) � 0 in R

n and v(x, t) = 0 in R
n \ H(t). Let us set

w(x, t) = v(x, T ) − v(x, t) − u(x, T ) + u(x, t) = γ (x, t) − v(x, t).

This function is non-positive in R
n \ G(t), and

�w = χG(t) − χH(t).(10)

Therefore, �w � 0 in G(t). Hence, w � 0 in R
n. Moreover, the function w is subharmonic

in the connected set R
n \ H(t) and non-positive in R

n. Therefore, w < 0 in R
n \ H(t),

or else, w ≡ 0 in R
n \ H(t) by the maximum principle. Since w(x, t) = 0 for x of a
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sufficiently big norm, only the second option is valid. In particular, �w = 0 in R
n \ H(t),

which by the equation (10) implies that

G(t) ⊂ H(t).(11)

The inequality (6) yields that for any t ∈ (T − ε, T ) and for any harmonic function φ in
H(T ) = G(T ) we have∫

G(T )

φ(x)dx −
∫

G(t)

φ(x)dx = Q(T − t)φ(0),

∫
H(T )

φ(x)dx −
∫

H(t)

φ(x)dx = Q(T − t)φ(0).

Therefore, ∫
H(t)

φ(x)dx =
∫

G(t)

φ(x)dx.(12)

Clearly, (12) implies |H(t)| = |G(t)|, where | · | means the n-dimensional Lebesgue
measure.

Since G(t) is open, the inclusion G(t) ⊂ H(t) implies that G(t) ⊂ int H(t). We have
that H(t) is saturated and |∂H(t)| = 0, therefore H(t) = int H(t) (a priori, with ⊂ in place
of =, but H(t) is maximal and the difference set has measure zero). Thus, G(t) ⊂ H(t).
But |G(t)| = |H(t)| and G(t) is a maximal open set satisfying (9). Therefore, G(t) = H(t)

for all t ∈ (T − ε, T ). This ends the proof. �

3. Strict starshaped dynamics. First of all we need to clarify what we mean by a
strictly starshaped domain.

D e f i n i t i o n 3. Let B(0, ε) denote a ball in R
n of radius ε centered on the origin.

A bounded domain � ⊂ R
n is called strictly starshaped with respect to the origin if there

exists ε > 0, such that any ray starting at an arbitrary point x ∈ B(0, ε) intersects ∂� at
only one point.

Theorem 2. Let �(0) be a bounded strictly starshaped domain in R
n whose boundary

is a smooth (C∞) analytic surface. Then the strong solution �(t) exists for all time and
remains strictly starshaped.

P r o o f. The first part of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1 from [1] given for
n = 2. We extend it to all n. Let G(t), 0 � t < ∞, be the weak solution for the initial
domain G(0) = �(0). Then there is 0 < T � ∞, such that the strong solution �(t) exists
for 0 � t < T , and hence, coincides with G(t) in this interval. For the weak solution G(t)

and for the corresponding function u(x, t) the equality

�u = χG(t) − χG(0) − Qtδ0
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holds. In polar coordinates

urr + n − 1

r
ur + 1

r2
L(u) = χG(t) − χG(0) − Qtδ0,(13)

where L is the differential operator

L =
n−1∑
k=1

[ k−1∏
j=1

csc2 θj

]
(cscn−j−1 θj )

∂

∂θj

[
(sinn−j−1 θj )

∂

∂θj

]
,

and r, θ1, . . . , θn−1 are the spherical coordinates. Differentiating (13) with respect to
r we obtain

urrr + n + 1

r
urr + n − 1

r2
ur + 1

r2
L(ur)

= ∂

∂r
(χG(t) − χG(0) − Qtδ0) + 2

r
(χG(t) − χG(0) − Qtδ0),

or

(rur)rr + n − 1

r
(rur)r + 1

r2
L(rur)

= r
∂

∂r
(χG(t) − χG(0)) + 2(χG(t) − χG(0)) − 1

r

∂

∂r
(r2Qtδ0),

where all derivatives are understood in the distributional sense. All three terms in the right-
hand side of the above equality are non-negative in G(t) \ {0}. Therefore, the function rur

is subharmonic in G(t) except at the origin.
On the free boundary ∂G(t) we have ur = 0. In G(t) the function u is non-negative and is

strictly positive al least in a neighbourhood of the origin. Let x0 be a point at ∂G(t) such that
the interval (0, x0) lies inside G(t). Then ur(x

−
0 , t) � 0 and even < 0 for some x ∈ [0, x0).

Applying the maximum principle to rur out of the origin, we find that ur < 0 in G(t). This
implies that G(t) is starshaped with respect to the origin. Repeating this argumentation
with respect to any point inside the ball B(0, ε) we establish that G(t) is strictly starshaped.

A different proof for the preservation of the starshapeness has been given in [9].
Since G(T ) is strictly starshaped, a general theorem by Caffarelli [2], [3] implies that

the boundary ∂G(T ) is smooth analytic. Therefore, there exists a strong solution H(t)

locally in time T − δ < t < T + δ (see, e.g., [22] for n = 3), such that G(T ) = H(T ).
G(t) and H(t) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Indeed, H(T ) = ⋃

T −δ<t<T H(t), and
�(T − δ) = G(T − δ) ⊂ G(T ) = H(T ). Therefore, G(T − δ) ⊂ H(T − ε) for some
small δ > ε > 0. The other conditions of Theorem 1 are also easily seen to be satisfied.
So, H(t) = G(t) for t ∈ (T − δ, T + δ), showing that H(t) prolongs the strong solution
�(t) to t ∈ [0, T + δ). This concludes the whole proof. �
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